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INTRODUCTION
The role of observer is to provide objective
observation of the ballot processing
procedure ballots to help ensure the
integrity of our elections.

This training is intended to explain the
process of issuing, processing and counting
the ballots by our election team.
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STAGES OF BALLOT
PROCESSING
Ballot Assembly
•

Ballot packets are assembled approximately four
weeks prior to election day.

•

Ballot packets include a precinct‐specific ballot,
security envelope, return envelope, and any
election‐specific inserts.
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BALLOT PACKET
Outer Mailing Envelope
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BALLOT PACKET
Return Oath Envelope
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BALLOT PACKET
Inner Security Envelope
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BALLOT PACKET
Ballot
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VOTE
It’s up to the Voter

•

Once the ballot packet is in the voter ’s hands, they
have until election day to vote their ballot, seal it in
the security envelope, then read, sign and date the
declaration on the return oath envelope.

•

Mail (postage paid) or they may drop off their ballot
at a ballot drop box.

•

Voted ballots must be postmarked by the U.S. Postal
Service by the date of the election or be received at
a designated drop‐off location by 8 p.m. on election
night.
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BALLOT RETURN
Ballot Return

•

Ballot envelopes that are mailed are delivered
directly to the Elections Office each morning.

•

Ballot envelopes that are dropped off at ballot drop

box locations are picked up by teams of Election
Office employees multiple times throughout the
election period.

•

There are 4 ballot drop box locations available in
Pend Oreille County:
Newport, Camas Center, Ione and Metaline.
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BALLOT RETURN
BATCHING
•

Ballot envelopes are counted into batches, and
typically contain about 50 ballots.

•

A batch sheet is started for each batch and will
continue with the batch, being filled out at every
stage of ballot processing from here until final
tabulation processing.

•

Ballot envelope batches will next go through the
signature verification process.
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SIGNATURE
VERIFICATION
•

Before any ballot is counted, law requires that we
verify the signature on every returned ballot
envelope with the voter ’s signature on file. Trained
election staff perform this review. If the signatures
match, the ballot packet is approved to move
forward to next stage.

•

If the signatures do not match or a signature is
missing, the ballot envelope is flagged and sent for
further review. About two percent of ballots returned
in each election have a problem with the signature,
called a “challenge.” This requires the voter to resolve
the issue before their ballot may be processed.
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CHALLENGED BALLOT
ENVELOPES
•

Most challenged ballots are simply because the voter
did not sign the oath envelope.

•

Ballot envelopes with missing signature or nonmatching signatures will be marked with their batch
number, be marked with their batch number then
out-stacked from their batch, sorted by challenge
reason and placed in a secured challenge bin until
resolution or canvass. Voters have until the day
before election certification to respond and have
their ballot counted.

•

Voters are immediately contacted by letter with
postage paid return envelope, later by phone, with
instructions on how to resolve the issue.
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OPENING THE RETURN
ENVELOPES
•

Return envelopes with good signatures are hand
counted to confirm the envelopes received match
the quantity that is on the batch sheet.

•

Next, the security envelope containing the voted
ballot is removed from the return envelope and
separated.

•

Security envelopes are hand counted again to
confirm the number of envelopes matches the batch
sheet before moving onto next step of opening the

security envelopes.
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OPENING THE SECURITY
ENVELOPES
•

Working in teams of two, security envelopes are
again hand counted to confirm the quantity matches
the batch sheet.

•

Security envelopes are then opened, and ballots are
unfolded and screened for tabulation.

•

Ballots that may have corrections or have minor
damage can still be scanned. These are placed on
the top of the stack for final processing. Ballots that

are too damaged to be scanned or ballots that are
more than one double sided page are out-stacked
and placed in a security bag for the duplication
process.
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BALLOT PREPARATION
•

Ballots are hand counted to confirm the quantity
matches the opening sheet.

•

Ballots that cannot be tabulated are recorded on the
Batch Sheet and placed in Secured bag for
duplication.

•

Ballots that are ready for tabulation are locked in a
Secured Bag and then locking the Secure Storage
Cage until it’s time to tabulate.
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FINAL PROCESSING OF
BALLOTS ‐ SCANNING
•

Final processing of ballots begins up to two days
before the Election (depending on the quantity of
ballots returned).

•

Sealed Ballot Bags containing ballot batches are
removed from the Secure Storage Cage and are
readied for tabulation by authorized election
officials.

•

Ballots are scanned by batch. The number of ballots
scanned is compared to the ballot batch sheet to
confirm the quantity matches.
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BALLOT ADJUDICATION
•

Adjudication of ballots takes place after ballots are
scanned.

•

Teams of two employees will adjudicate the ballot to
capture the voter ’s intent while following the 80+
page Statewide Voter Intent manual.

•

All the batches are reviewed by trained staff to
ensure the adjudications are correct.
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VOTER INTENT
EXAMPLES
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DUPLICATION
•

Duplication is the process of transferring the voter ’s
intent from the original ballot to an unmarked ballot.

•

If the ballot will not go through a scanner, the ballot
is sent for duplication. With the new tabulation
system, it is rare that a ballot will need to be
duplicated.

•

This process is always completed in teams of two
staff members. A unique sequence number is
assigned to both ballots and the original ballot is

rendered “unreadable” for the tabulator.
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GENERAL OBSERVER
GUIDELINES
•

Observer training is suggested.

•

We will be practicing COVID safety concerns as
needed.

•

Due to the small work area, we will be limiting the
total number of observers to 2 or 3 at a time.

•

We will work to rotate observers, so everyone can
observe.
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RULES FOR OBSERVERS
•

In accordance with state law, obser vers may not touch ballots,
ballot containers, or voting machines. To comply with this law,
obser vers must remain in designated obser vation areas.

•

It is important to avoid even the appearance of an attempt to
remove, add or tamper with ballots in the system.

•

Obser vers should read our power point on Obser ver Training
provided on the County Auditor Election Office webpage.

•

Obser vers will sign in, be provided with and wear an obser ver
badge prior to entering the ballot processing area.

•
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RULES FOR OBSERVERS
CONTINUED
•

Masks may be required for all individuals in the
ballot processing area.

•

Observers are not allowed to participate in
campaign or political conversations or distribute
materials while in the Elections Office.

•

Observers are asked to direct their questions to the
Election Manager and not the election staff while
processing ballots.

•

All observers must sign in and sign out at the front

counter.
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Thank you for providing independent observation in the

Marianne Nichols, Pend Oreille County Auditor

accuracy and integrity of the election process.

(509) 447-6474
Liz Krizenesky, Pend Oreille County Election Manager
(509) 447-6472
Stacey Hughes, Pend Oreille County Election Administrator
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